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Introduction:

Main Goal of the LHC:

“Unveil the Nature of EWSB mechanism”

To achieve this, develop and test hypothetical models



From theory side we assign different priority to 
different New Physics searches:

 Look for a motivated scenario 

 Prefer robust (unavoidable) predictions

 Employ simple models for “portable” result

Introduction:



The Elementary (Standard) Higgs

Very well motivated:

 Minimal extension of the EW theory 

 Structural flavor protection (GIM, or MFV) 

 Compatible with EWPT@LEP

 Predictive: technically complete until !SM!TeV

Introduction:



The Elementary (Standard) Higgs

However, perceived as provisional solution:

 Known scalars are emergent (composite)     
c  like pions, or in superconductors

 Hierarchy Problem: 

20 

Discovering the Higgs is not just finding a new 

particle: it is unveiling a fundamental element of 

nature’s scheme 

GR YM 

 H 

forces 
& 

•! GR & YM are elegant structures dictated by symmetry, have 

few free parameters, and fare marvelously with exp. data   

•! The Higgs sector looks like a provisional structure 

(from G.Giudice)
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Introduction:



Question for LHC: is there an Hierarchy Problem ?

Known Solutions:

Weakly coupled: Strongly coupled:

Supersymmetry: c  
Exhaustively studied      c     
Soon excluded or found

Technicolor: c  
Constraints from EWPT

Composite Higgs: c  
Higgs helps with EWPT
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Composite Higgs

Higgs = Goldstone Boson
[G/H=SO(5)/SO(4)]

Georgi-Kaplan et al., ’84-’85



Composite Higgs

Higgs = Goldstone Boson
[G/H=SO(5)/SO(4)]

!2 = f2 ! ! =
!

h1, h2, h3, h4, f
"

1" "h2/f2

#

L = !µ
"#t!µ"# =

!
1 + Z[v2/f2]

"
(!h)2 + h2/f2(!h)2

Contino-Pomarol et al., ’04-’06

Described by a non-linear sigma-model:



Composite Higgs

Higgs = Goldstone Boson
[G/H=SO(5)/SO(4)]

L = !µ
"#t!µ"# =

!
1 + Z[v2/f2]

"
(!h)2 + h2/f2(!h)2

A) Corrections to SM: B) Non-ren. Couplings:

Indirect effects:

Rattazzi et al., hep-ph/0703164



Composite Higgs

Higgs = Goldstone Boson
[G/H=SO(5)/SO(4)]

Indirect effects:

 In

 In Double His   ?  
Pro(vertex c      )

 Higgs Br. Ratios

 Higgs Production 
c    

!
O(v2/f2)!20%

"

gg ! h

WW ! hh

hhtt

arXiv:1002.1011

A) Corrections to SM: B) Non-ren. Couplings:

gg ! hh
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A) Corrections to SM: B) Non-ren. Couplings:
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Composite Higgs

Direct effects:    Production of Resonances

Heavy Vectors (   )c!

 EW Neutral and Charged

 DY Produced, decay to t, b, W/h

 Direct bound from EWPT:  

 Reach:                 for                LHC@14 

m!>2 TeV

! 2 TeV 100fb!1

arXiv:0709.0007, arXiv:0810.1497
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Composite Higgs

Direct effects:    Production of Resonances

Kaluza-Klein Gluons

 Color Octets

 DY Produced, decay to top pair

 No Direct bound from EWPT 

 Reach:                 for                LHC@14 100fb!1! 4 TeV

 hep-ph/0612015



Composite Higgs

Direct effects:    Production of Resonances

Kaluza-Klein Gluons

 Color Octets

 DY Produced, decay to top pair

 No Direct bound from EWPT 

 Reach:                 for                LHC@14 100fb!1! 4 TeVNOT YET SO GOOD 

 hep-ph/0612015



Composite Higgs

The Top Partners
and composite particles. 3 The lightest mass eigenstates emerging from Eq. (1) are identified
with the SM fields,

|SMn! = cos !n|elementaryn! + sin !n|compositen! , (2)

where the mixing angles !n parametrize the degree of “partial compositeness”. The orthog-
onal admixtures to Eq. (2) constitute the mass eigenstates of the TeV-scale new physics.
When the mass-eigenstate particles interact, the composite components interact among
themselves with strength " g!, and the elementary components interact among themselves
with strength " gel. This rough rule captures the essence of partially composite phenomenol-
ogy, which we will further elaborate on.

2.3 Warped picture

The warped compactification dual picture of the above physics is that the SM and heavy
excitations are interpreted as the Kaluza-Klein excitations of an extra-dimensional theory,
rather than describing them as mixtures of elementary and composite degrees of freedom.
In this way the warped picture more naturally works in terms of the mass eigenstates. It
is a deep and at first surprising result that the two apparently very di!erent theoretical de-
scriptions are physically equivalent. Under favorable circumstances the warped picture can
give quantitative relations among the most important masses, mixing angles and couplings
needed for detailed phenomenology. By comparison, the composite picture gives a clear qual-
itative understanding of many issues as well, but it is very di"cult to pursue phenomenology
quantitatively.

2.4 Truncation

The truncation of this paper amounts to retaining just the minimal, lowest-lying set of
composite states needed in the SM admixtures. 4 Then, Lcomposite is taken to be a simple
e!ective field theory for these states, while Lmixing is taken to be the general set of composite-
elementary mixing mass terms (compatible with SM gauge invariance). The mass eigenstates
are then the SM states of Eq. (2) and the orthogonal heavy states,

|heavyn! = # sin !n|elementaryn! + cos !n|compositen! . (3)

3The SM itself contains examples of partial compositeness, where QCD represents the composite physics,
that may be more familiar to the reader. The SM Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev) and the QCD
chiral condensate both break the electroweak symmetry. As a result, a superposition of QCD-composite
pseudoscalars and Higgs pseudoscalars (mostly the latter) are eaten by the W , Z, while the orthogonal
superposition constitutes the observed light pions. A pion is predominantly QCD composite, with a tiny ad-
mixture of Higgs pseudoscalar. Photon-! mixing is another example of partial compositeness. The fermionic
example of positron-proton mixing is forbidden in the SM by its accidental baryon-number symmetry, but a
small mixing could take place if baryon symmetry is broken by non-SM physics such as grand unification.

4 There is an exception of one charged and one neutral additional massive vector mesons, needed to have
an approximate custodial symmetry to protect the electroweak T parameter [8].

4

Required by Partial Compositeness

New Colored Fermions

by the strong sector itself as in the Higgsless scenario or by the Higgs VEV in the composite Higgs, making
in both cases purely strong–sector contributions to the T parameter vanish. The partners therefore live
in representations of Gs, and since their role is to give a mass to the top quark they must be chosen such
that a Gs–invariant “proto–Yukawa” term for them exists and at the same time they can mix with the
SM fermions without breaking the SM group. This last requirement actually forces the strong sector to
carry color as an additional global symmetry, the group is SU(3)c!Gs and the partners are color triplets.

Both cases in which the strong sector delivers an Higgs field or not can be treated simultaneously if
we write

H =
!

h†
d hu

"h†
u hd

"
=

v#
2

U $
#

1!
2

(v " i!0) !+

"!"
1!
2

(v + i!0)

$
, (1)

where H is the Higgs field, in the (2,2)0 of Gs, U is the Goldstone bosons unitary matrix parametrized by
the neutral (!0) and charged (!" = !+

†) Goldstone fields and the last approximate equality is obtained
by expanding U at the first order in the Goldstones. In the case of a Composite Higgs, v should be a
dynamical degree of freedom whose fluctuations describe the physical Higgs boson, but since we are not
interested in interactions of the partners with the physical Higgs we have set it to its VEV v = 246 GeV.
We will write the proto–Yukawa interactions in term of H, but after making use of eq. (1) we will obtain
the same Lagrangian we would have written in the higgsless case where only the Goldstones in U (and
not the entire H) are present. What we denote as proto–Yukawa term is actually, in the higgsless case, a
non–SO(4) invariant mass term properly “dressed” with Goldstones in order for the SO(4) symmetry to
be restored.

The concrete model we consider is the same as in [21], which provides a parametrization of the compos-
ite Higgs model of [8] and of the higgsless model of [5]. The top partner representations and the associated
proto–Yukawa term are

Q = (2,2)2/3 =
!

T T5/3

B T2/3

"
, %T = (1,1)2/3 , LY = Y #

t Tr
&
QH

' %T + h.c. , (2)

where the (T, B) doublet has the same SM quantum numbers as qL = (tL, bL) and %T the ones of tR. The
Q and %T multiplets have masses MQ, eT of the order (though a bit smaller in the composite Higgs case, as
we have discussed) of the compositeness scale ! % TeV, and also mix with strength "Q, eT to qL and tR.
Diagonalizing the mixings one gets a mass term for the top. From eq. (2) we find

yt =
#

2mt

v
= Y #

t sin!q sin!t , (3)

where !q,t are the qL, tR mixing angles.
The equation above immediately tells us that the proto–Yukawa coupling Y #

t cannot be very small, it
has at least to exceed yt $ 1. It will actually be bigger in concrete models, because of the following. If
Y #

t is generated by a strong dynamics (or by an extra–dimensional model) it can be estimated as

Y #
t =

4"#
N

,

where N is the number of colors of the strong sector. In the 5d language, 1/
#

N corresponds to the
expansion parameter and indeed making N big makes our IR description of the strong sector more weakly
coupled. A strong bound on the number of colors N comes from the S parameter which grows linearly
with N as a result of the fact that the vector resonances mass m! decreases (at fixed 4"f % m!

#
N) as

1/
#

N . This requires N ! 10 [8] which in turn implies Y #
t " 4. As an upper bound on Y #

t , which could
still ensure calculability in the 5d model, we could take for instance the g! coupling of the # meson of
QCD which corresponds to N = 3 and is around 6.

The lagrangian in eq. (2) also delivers top partners interactions with two SM particles, which will
mediate top partner decay and single production. These are

LY = "Y #
t sin !t cos !q!+tRB + Y #

t sin !t!"tRT5/3 + i Y #
t sin !t cos !q

!0#
2
tRT

"i Y #
t sin !t

!0#
2
tRT2/3 " Y #

t sin !q cos !t

!
!"bL + i

!0#
2
tL

"
%T + h.c. , (4)

4

Strongly coupled to tops

Sundrum et al., hep-ph/0612180



Composite Higgs

The Top Partners

Signal in Same-Sign DileptonsB T5/3

u
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Figure 1: Typical single and pair production diagrams for T5/3 and B for signals with two positively
charged leptons. We notice that for T5/3 the leptons always comes from its decay, while for B they
originate in two di!erent legs.

and correspond, when going to the unitary gauge and making use of the Equivalence Theorem, to vertices
with the longitudinal EW bosons. From the Lagrangian above it is easy to see that only the B and the
T5/3 partners will be visible in the final state we want to study, which contains two hard and separated
same–sign leptons; the pair and single production diagrams are shown in fig. 1.

The couplings !B = Y !
t sin"t cos "q = yt/ tan"q and !T = Y !

t sin "t = yt/ sin "q are potentially
large since Y !

t is large, as we have discussed, and for sure !T ! yt " 1. But they will actually be
bigger in realistic models where the amount of compositeness of qL, sin "q, cannot be too large. The bL

couplings have indeed been measured with high precision and showed no deviations from the SM. Large
bL compositeness would have already been discovered, for instance in deviations of the ZbLbL coupling
from the SM prediction. Generically, corrections #gL/gL # sin"q

2 (v/f)2 [11] are expected which would
imply (for moderate tuning v/f /$ 1) an upper bound on sin "q. It is however possible to eliminate such
contributions by imposing, as in the model of [8] (see also [22]), a “Custodial Symmetry for ZbLbL” [23]
which makes the correction reduce to #gL/gL # sin"q

2 (mZ/")2. Still, having not too big bL compositeness
is favored and further bounds are expected to come from flavor constraints in the B–meson sector. To be
more quantitative we can assume that sin"q < sin"t, i.e. that qL is less composite than the tR. This
implies sin"q <

√
(yt/Y !

t ) and therefore !T >
√

(ytY !
t ) ! 2 and !B >

√
(ytY !

t % y2
t ) !

&
3. We will

therefore consider !T,B couplings which exceed 2 and use the reference values of 2, 3, 4; smaller values for
both couplings are not possible under the mild assumption sin "q < sin"t.

Our analysis, though performed in the specific model we have described, has a wide range of applica-
bility. The existence of the B partner is, first of all, a very general feature of the partial compositeness
scenario given that one partner with the SM quantum numbers of the bL must exist. Also, it interacts
with the tR as in eq. (4) due to the SU(2)L invariance of the proto–Yukawa term. The T5/3 could on the
contrary not exist, this would be the case if for instance we had chosen representations Q = (2,1)1/6 and
T̃ = (1,2)1/6 for the partners (which is however strongly disfavored by combined bounds from #gb/gb and
T), or in the model of [11]. To account for these situations we will also consider the possibility that only
the B partner is present. 2 The existence of the T5/3 is a consequence of the ZbLbL–custodial symmetry,
which requires that the B partner has equal T 3

L and T 3
R quantum number. This, plus the SO(4) invariance

of the proto–Yukawa, implies that the T5/3 must exist and couple as in eq. (4). Our analysis, as we have
remarked, can also apply to Higgsless scenarios in both cases in which the custodian T5/3 is present or
not. The results could change quantitatively in other specific models because for instance other partners
can be present and contribute to the same–sign dilepton signal, or other channels could open for the decay

2In this case, our analysis perfectly applies to the model proposed in [11], where the tR is entirely composite, sin !t = 1,
and the coupling is large.
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The Top Partners

Under Investigation:
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The Top Partners

Happen to be light in explicit models
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Figure 8: The left panel shows the distribution of the masses of the first level of fermionic resonances
compared with the typical mass scale of the composite sector m!. The mass m! has been estimated
by geometric average of the composite sector masses (mu, !mu

Q, !mu
T and !u). The top mass has

been selected in the interval (100!200)GeV. The right panel shows the mass spectrum of the first
level of fermionic resonances for a set of sample points. For the range of parameters used in the
scan and for the meaning of the symbols used see the caption of fig. 6.

To complete the analysis we need to consider the corrections due to the breaking of the EW

symmetry. Due to the Goldstone nature of the Higgs, the e"ects of EWSB modify the spectrum in

a very specific way. If the mixing of the elementary fermions to the composite states vanish, then

the composite fermionic sector has an unbroken SO(5) symmetry, which can be used to remove

the Higgs VEV from the fermion Lagrangian. This means that the EWSB e"ects can modify the

spectrum only through the elementary–composite mixings yuL,R, so that the induced shift in the

mass is of order (yuL,R)
2v2. The size of the splitting induced by the elementary mixing in eqs. (83)

and (84) are instead of order (yuL,R)
2f2. Given that in our model yuL " yuR, the splitting due to

EWSB are all suppressed by a factor v2/f2. This has an interesting consequence on the spectrum

of the bidoublet: its states are organized in two SU(2)L doublets and the splittings between the

two states in each doublet are much smaller than the mass separation between the two doublets.

This pattern can be clearly seen in the spectrum of the sample points shown in the right panel of

fig. 8. Notice that this structure is a general feature of the pNGB scenario and does not depend on

our specific set-up.

Another interesting property of the spectrum can be found by considering the distribution of

the masses of the resonances obtained by a scan on the parameter space of the model. As can be

seen from the left panel of fig. 8, one generically finds that the t! and the exotic state with charge

5/3 are significantly lighter than the typical scale of the mass parameters in the composite sector.

33

hep-ph/0612048

[From arXiv:1106.2719]



Conclusions and Outlook

At the present stage, top partners and possibly KK 
gluons are the only visible manifestations of CH

Stringent tests of Higgs Compositeness are for a 
more mature stage of LHC

But are we ready for a detailed search program ?



Historical weakness of CH models was lack of 
concrete calculable incarnations 

Problem solved by Holographic Models in 5d  
(MCHM, Contino-Pomarol 2004)

Conclusions and Outlook



Conclusions and Outlook

Limitation of MCHM is technical complication

Discrete Models (DCHM) address this issue (A.W., 
Panico 2011), soon a complete card for event generator

Goal is provide a simple but complete “reference” 
model for searches (analog of the MSSM for SUSY)

arXiv:1106.2719


